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ABSTRACT
Hydrogen and the “Hydrogen Economy” are increasingly becoming buzzwords in
discussions regarding future U.S. energy scenarios. Hydrogen energy offers a multitude of
economic and environmental advantages over the current world energy structure. Despite this
attention, there have been very few geographical studies of a possible transition to a hydrogen
system. Even these studies have been limited in scope to demand-side analyses. This thesis
attempts to rectify this situation by broadening the scope of geographical studies of hydrogen
through the analysis of supply-side scenario. This study is a site selection model for a biomass
hydrogen facility in the Gulf Coast of Texas and Louisiana. In this analysis, several existing
biomass production facilities in Louisiana were analyzed against existing market demand
locations throughout the Gulf Coast region. Though none of these locations proved profitable in
this analysis, this model will hopefully serve as a basis for future supply-side hydrogen studies,
as well as, provide impetus toward further discussion of renewable hydrogen energy.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a site selection analysis for potential biomass hydrogen production sites in
the Texas-Louisiana portion of the U.S. Gulf Coast. Chapter one provides an overview of
hydrogen, including its current and future importance within the framework of a U.S. hydrogen
economy. This chapter also provides a synopsis of the potential advantages of biomass hydrogen
and how this type of hydrogen feedstock could tie into the existing agribusiness industries in
Texas and Louisiana. The second chapter of this thesis summarizes classical and contemporary
location analysis and site selection literature. It also lays the foundation for the methodology of
this experiment as outlined in chapter three. The remaining two chapters summarize the
experimental conditions, present conclusions and, ultimately, present optimal location of
potential future biomass hydrogen facilities. Before delving too deeply into the intricacies of site
selection, it is important to first lay a foundation regarding the growing importance of hydrogen
and the existing Gulf Coast hydrogen economy.

1.1 Hydrogen “Economy”
Hydrogen is a colorless, odorless and tasteless gas. It is the most abundant element in the
universe.1 Since its “discovery,” this element has been used in numerous applications from a
buoyant material for observation balloons to a chemical catalyst to fissible material in hydrogen
bombs and, most recently, as a potential large-scale power source. As a power source, hydrogen
has the potential to provide virtually limitless and environmentally friendly energy to an
exponentially increasing energy hungry world economy. The idea of hydrogen as an energy
source is not a new one. In 1874, Jules Verne suggested in his novel, The Mysterious Island, that
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Hydrogen accounts for 90 percent of the universe by weight (Alpher and Herman 1948)
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hydrogen could provide an inexhaustible form of energy.2 However, it wasn’t until well over
100 years later, in 1971, that electrochemist John Bockris provided a framework for a
transitioning the U.S. energy infrastructure to hydrogen power. In what he termed: “A Hydrogen
Economy” Bockris’ touted the positive environmental and economic benefits of a renewable
hydrogen-based energy system independent of fossil-fuel use (Bockris and Appleby 1971).
While there have been several technological advances in hydrogen technology, Bockris’ vision
remains just that, as hydrogen energy remains in a transitory state. Hydrogen energy remains an
underdeveloped technology due to a lack of storage and transmission infrastructure and lack of
commercial demand (Ogden 1999).
Current hydrogen consumption is driven mainly by industrial use in petroleum refineries
and chemical plants. These industrial hydrogen users have developed their own hydrogen
production and distribution systems, in essence, their own miniature “hydrogen economies.”
Industrial use of hydrogen has grown considerably since the mid-1970s and several regional
industrial refinery and chemical manufacturing complexes have developed hydrogen
infrastructures. The most notable of these industrial regions are the Ruhr Valley of Germany and
the U.S. Gulf Coast, which both share extensive hydrogen pipeline networks. Due to both the
high concentration of hydrogen users and a well development hydrogen infrastructure, these
regions will be the most likely areas to serve as test-beds for future hydrogen energy
technologies (Lovins 1999).

2

Verne suggested that “hydrogen and oxygen…used singly or together, will furnish an inexhaustible source of heat
and light, of an intensity of which coal is not capable.” (Verne 2001 [1874]) .
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1.2 Hydrogen Today
All together, approximately 42 million tons of hydrogen are produced globally each year.
Petroleum refiners and ammonia manufacturers are the leading consumers of this hydrogen. On a
global basis, 60 percent of this amount is used to make ammonia and 23 percent is used to in
petroleum refining (USDOE 2005a). In the U.S., however, the ratio is reversed. Of the 9 million
tons of hydrogen produced and consumed in the U.S., 67 percent is used in petroleum refining
and 27 percent is used in the manufacture of ammonia (Holt 2003). In addition to petroleum
refining and ammonia manufacturing processes, hydrogen is also a minor key component in
several other industrial processes from aerospace applications, metal refining and semiconductor
manufacturing (USDOE 2005a).
Hydrogen has been used in the petroleum refining industry since the mid-1950s to
convert heavier oils (such as crude oil) into lighter oils (such as gasoline and diesel). In this
process, called “hydro-cracking,” hydrogen is injected into crude at a precise temperature and
pressure to break longer hydrocarbon chains and recombine these chains into smaller molecules.
In the mid-1970s, hydrogen began to be used as a petroleum detoxifier. It is still added to refined
products, such as gasoline and diesel to remove excess sulfur thus allowing these fuels to meet
stricter environmental regulations. “Hydro-desulphurization,” as it is called, also involves
injecting hydrogen into light oils at a certain temperature and pressure. Trace elements of sulfur
in the gasoline bond with free hydrogen atoms to create H2S, which can then be removed from
the gasoline. More recently, hydrogen has been used at later stages in the refining process to
remove other undesirable elements and toxins such as benzene (Padro and Putsche 1999).
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The other main use for hydrogen is in manufacturing ammonia. Ammonia is composed of
hydrogen and nitrogen (NH3). It is the primary component in the manufacture of fertilizers,
explosives and several types of synthetic rubber (Holt 2003). Though small amounts of ammonia
can be found in its natural state in the air, soil and water, most ammonia is manufactured to keep
pace with global demand for ammonia-based products. The Haber-Bosch process is the most
common manufacturing method for synthetic ammonia (Smil 2001). This process involves the
reaction of nitrogen and hydrogen over an iron catalyst at a specific heat and pressure. The
nitrogen for this reaction is taken directly from the atmosphere, whereas hydrogen is usually
manufactured either onsite or nearby, through a variety of methods.

1.3 Hydrogen Production
Despite being the most common and abundant element in the universe, all industrial
hydrogen must be manufactured from hydrogen-bearing feedstocks. Pure hydrogen is rarely
found in its natural diatomic form, with two atoms of hydrogen bonded by a shared electron (H2).
It is more commonly found combined with various other elements to form complex molecules,
such as oxygen to form water (H2O) or carbon to form methane (CH4) or other hydrocarbons
(Rigden 2002). Manufacturing hydrogen, then, involves extracting hydrogen from these
molecules through various thermochemical, electrolytic or photolytic processes.
Thermochemical processes, such as steam methane reforming (SMR), partial oxidation (POx), or
gasification, involve the use of heat and pressure to break molecular, usually hydrocarbon,
bonds. Electrolytic processes, such as simple water electrolysis, involve running water through
electricity to separate water into its constituent oxygen and hydrogen atoms. Photolytic processes
involve extracting hydrogen from the waste gases of biological organisms, such as algae (Padro
and Putsche 1999).
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The vast majority (99%) of hydrogen used for industrial purposes is produced using
thermochemical processes to extract hydrogen from fossil fuels. Approximately 95 percent of
this hydrogen production involves steam methane reforming of natural gas (USDOE 2003a).
Steam methane reforming is a well-established commercial process and is the most common and
least expensive method to produce large quantities of hydrogen. 3 The SMR process consists of
three major steps: (1) steam reforming (2) water-gas shift reaction (3) and hydrogen purification.
In the steam reforming stage, steam is combined with natural gas at high temperatures. This
creates a mixture of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen (H2) also known as “syngas.” Carbon
monoxide is then extracted from the syngas by adding water (H2O) to the mixture in the watershift stage. This generates additional hydrogen and turns the carbon monoxide into carbon
dioxide (CO2). In the last stage, the extracted hydrogen is purified through a variety of similar
process steps (Leiby 1994). Similarly, partial oxidation involves the production of hydrogen
from combining a low-value fossil fuel refinery gas with pure oxygen (Kirk-Othmer 1991a).
Hydrogen production through gasification process is similar to both SMR and POx but
involves the solid hydrocarbons such as coal or biomass as feedstocks. Coal or biomass are
combined with steam or oxygen and heated to produce a mixture of hydrogen and other gases
such as carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide (Kirk-Othmer 1991a). Hydrogen can also be
produced through electrolytic methods. This involves the electrifying a hydrogen bearing
molecule (primarily water with this method), derived from any electrical source, including utility
grid power, solar photovoltaic (PV), wind power, hydropower, nuclear power, to extract
hydrogen (Andreassen 1998). Photobiological methods of hydrogen production involve growing
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The price of the natural gas feedstock significantly affects the final price of the hydrogen; also, other methods such
as partial oxidation may be cheaper with lighter hydrocarbons (Leiby 1994).
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photosynthetic microbes designed to produce hydrogen in their metabolic activities. These
methods are currently still being developed (USDOE 2004).

Figure 1.1

Biomass Gasification Unit

Source: National Museum of American History

In addition to the process used, hydrogen production can also be classified according to
its integration with hydrogen users (USDOE 2005b). Hydrogen producers are generally referred
to as either “captive” or “merchant” producers. Captive producers are those which produce
hydrogen at the facility in which it will be used directly. Petroleum refiners are generally captive
hydrogen producers, given that these companies have ready access to hydrogen feedstocks. For
industrial users, it has been more efficient for these companies to produce hydrogen at the
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facility. However, growing demand for hydrogen has led to increasing purchases from merchant
hydrogen producers. Merchant companies produce hydrogen either as a waste by-product of
some other chemical process, or for the sole purpose of supplying industrial users. The most
common chemical operations with a hydrogen waste stream are chlor-alkali plants (Holt 2003).
Other companies, such as Air Products, Air Liquide, BOC and Praxair market hydrogen to
refineries and other chemical plants when normal plant operations do not produce enough
hydrogen to meet their demand. These merchant facilities tend to be “market-oriented” meaning
that they are generally located near hydrogen consumers. The rational for this location method is
the near ubiquitous nature of natural gas (their main hydrogen feedstock, especially in the U.S.
Gulf Coast) and the importance of minimizing transportation costs of hydrogen to the refinery or
ammonia plant.

1.4 Hydrogen Distribution
If not produced onsite, this hydrogen must be distributed to its end user. The method in
which hydrogen is transported is dependent mainly upon the quantity of hydrogen needed and
the distance between the production plant and the user (Amos 1998). Hydrogen can be shipped
as a compressed gas, a liquid or in a solid state absorbed in metal hydride by either tank truck or
pipeline (Amos 1998). Tank trucks can carry between 800 and 9,500 pounds of liquid hydrogen
and are generally used to deliver small amounts of hydrogen over short distances. Pipelines are
used to transport hydrogen in large quantities over long distances (Kirk-Othmer 1991b).
Pipelines connect various users and producers in several industrial regions in Europe and the
U.S. These pipelines are restricted to regional industrial clusters given the relative expense of
constructing and maintaining a hydrogen pipeline versus a natural gas pipeline, for instance
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(Amos 1998).4 The most extensive hydrogen pipeline network in the U.S. is 447 miles long and
runs almost continuously along the Gulf Coast from Corpus Christi, Texas to New Orleans,
Louisiana (Hart 1997).
It does seem logical for a hydrogen pipeline system to develop in the Gulf Coast region
given the large concentration of refineries and chemical plants. Texas and Louisiana account for
42 percent of U.S. petroleum refining capacity, with 27 percent in Texas and 15 percent in
Louisiana, with the vast majority of these refineries situated along the Gulf Coast (USDOE
2005c). An equally large percentage of chemical manufacturers, including hydrogen producers,
such as chlor-alkali plants, and hydrogen consumers such as ammonia manufacturing plants
(Louisiana, 40 percent; Texas 6 percent) are also co-located in the Gulf Coast industrial corridor
(U.S. Census 2004). Over 66 percent of merchant hydrogen capacity (1,120 million square feet
(MSF)) and 46 percent of refinery hydrogen capacity is located on the Gulf Coast (Louisiana
1096 MSF, Texas 963 MSF) (USDOE 2003b). Air Products and Praxair have parallel pipeline
systems serving a large concentration of refineries, from the Houston Ship Channel to Lake
Charles, Louisiana. BOC and Air Liquide have dedicated hydrogen units serving chemical plants
in Houston. Air Liquide has a hydrogen pipeline in southern Texas from Corpus Christi to
Freeport. Air Products has a dedicated pipeline system that follows the Mississippi River
industrial corridor from Baton Rouge to New Orleans, connected to a small Praxair unit at
Geismar, Louisiana (Chemical Week 2004).

4

Hydrogen pipelines are generally 50 percent more expensive than natural gas pipelines given that they are subject
to embrittlement due to the temperature of the compressed hydrogen. This means that they have to be constructed of
special materials.
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1.5 Hydrogen Demand
Nearly all Gulf Coast refineries, as well as merchant operators have announced plans to
greatly expand their hydrogen capacity in the coming years (Chemical Week 2004).
Petrochemical analysts have predicted that the industrial demand for hydrogen is projected to
increase at a rate of 10 percent per year driven mostly by refinery consumption (Lehman
Brothers 2004). Three main reasons are cited for the increased demand for hydrogen. First of all,
there has been a steady increase in the demand for light oil products such as gasoline and diesel
away from heavier fuel oils (Pennwell 2003). As mentioned earlier, hydrogen is used to break
down heavy oils to light oils. The lighter the oil needed the more hydrogen used. Second,
refineries are increasingly being forced to refine heavy “sour” (sulfur-rich) crude stocks both due
to cost and the source of oil (Chang 2000). Hydrogen is the most cost-effective method to reduce
sulfur in heavier crudes. Finally, increased regulatory environmental standards rules regarding
the amount of sulfur and carcinogens in fuels are forcing refiners to more intensively use
hydrogen to detoxify oil products (USDOE 1999). Hydrogen processing is the lowest cost route
to incremental clean fuel causing refiners to increase conversion capacity using hydrogen (Leiby
1994).
This increase in hydrogen demand has put pressures on refineries and hydrogen suppliers
to increase hydrogen production. The main method used to produce hydrogen on the Gulf Coast,
as elsewhere, is steam methane reforming of natural gas. Because most U.S. hydrogen is made
from natural gas, their costs are closely related. If natural gas prices were to increase, hydrogen
prices would increase proportionately. Texas and Louisiana have been and still are leading
suppliers of natural gas and in the past natural gas has been relatively inexpensive (USDOE
2006a, USDOE 2006b). However, in recent years, due, in part, to the popularity of natural gas as
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a cheap and relatively environmentally friendly fuel choice for power production, the price of
natural gas has risen dramatically. Between 1992 and 2002, the percentage of natural gas used
for electric power went from 15.5 percent to 26.6 percent of all natural consumption in the
United States, according to the Energy Information Administration (USDOE 2006a, USDOE
2006b). This dramatic increase in natural gas consumption and price has continues. As natural
gas prices have crept higher, so have hydrogen prices (Chemical Week 2004). What these higher
natural gas prices have also done is to create an opportunity for some other marginally costeffective hydrogen production feedstocks and processes to become more attractive, particularly
at the regional level, even if these supplies were used to simply supplement natural gas derived
hydrogen.

Figure 1.2
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1.6 Biomass Hydrogen
One method of hydrogen production that could serve as a way to offset some of this
increased natural gas- derived hydrogen demand is biomass gasification. Biomass is material that
is derived from plants such as agriculture and forestry residues, urban wood waste, and trees and
grasses grown as energy crops (Mann and Spath 1997). Biomass gasification is a
thermochemical process in which biomass is converted into gaseous components from which
hydrogen is extracted. Hydrogen from gasification, primarily from coal, is a well-developed
technology and is competitive where natural gas feedstocks for steam methane reforming are
expensive (e.g., South Africa and China) (Kirk- Othmer 1991a). The hydrogen content in
biomass is relatively low (6-6.5 percent), compared to almost 25 percent in natural gas. For this
reason, producing hydrogen via the biomass gasification/water-gas shift process may not ever be
able to directly compete on a cost basis with the well-developed commercial technology for
steam reforming of natural gas. However, if biomass gasification were to be combined with an
existing integrated agriculture or forestry system, where only the residual waste biomass would
be used to generate hydrogen, biomass hydrogen could then become an economically viable
option. It will become even more viable if the price of natural gas continues to rise or
environmental policies were to provide favorable conditions for technology improvements.
Additionally, the production of biomass hydrogen in large facilities would require solving
significant logistic problems for the feedstock supply. In most cases, crop and forestry residues
would have to be gathered and processed at centralized facilities. On the other hand, producing
hydrogen in small-scale facilities close to demand centers may make biomass feedstock transport
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very complicated and possibly uneconomical. Hence, the main issue with biomass derived
hydrogen is to find an optimal location close to the center of a large supply of an existing
biomass supply. In the resource-centered model, hydrogen is produced close to agriculture or
forestry centers, for instance, then transported, stored, and distributed via truck or pipeline or a
combination of these methods to industrial centers for use. In some cases, as with sugarcane
bagasse, crop residues are mostly collected at the processing plant. Pipeline delivery is preferred
due to the ability to transport the large volumes that would be required to justify the economies
of scale of a biomass gasification facility. However, this does not discount the possibility of
some combination of truck and pipeline transport. The existing infrastructure, combined with the
agriculture and forestry base of Texas and Louisiana could provide locations that solve both of
these requirements.
Texas and Louisiana, aside from being known for their oil and gas sectors, still retain
historically strong agriculture and forestry industries. The main crops grown in Texas are forage,
such as hay or alfalfa ($5 billion), cotton ($4.7 billion), wheat ($2.7 billion), grain sorghum ($2.3
billion), and corn ($1.8 billion) (USDA 2004). The main crops grown in Louisiana are soybeans
($0.6 billion), rice ($0.5 billion), cotton ($0.5 billion), sugarcane ($0.5 billion), and corn ($0.5
billion) (USDA 2004). In addition to the primary commodity produced, such as corn, wheat, or
cotton, these operations also produce a large amount of biomass residue either during harvest or
processing. Traditionally, some of these residues have been left in the field as a way to prevent
soil erosion (e.g. wheat chaff), to provide food for wildlife (e.g. rice hulls), or burned as fuel
(bagasse) (Graham 1995, Young 1999). Still, a large portion of this residue is either sent to
landfills or composted. This waste residue could potentially be used to produce hydrogen without
disturbing the existing agricultural system.

12

1.7 Statement of Research
Thus, the aim of this thesis is to determine both the viability of such a potential future
biomass hydrogen industry, as well as the optimal location for such a facility. It first attempts to
estimate the amount of hydrogen that could potentially be derived from biomass residue
resources in Texas and Louisiana. Once this step has been completed, target crops are selected
according to biomass residue viability. Finally, a single or multiple optimal locations are selected
to process these biomass residues into hydrogen. It is important to note that this thesis is not a
techno-economic assessment of these facilities. A hypothetical biomass gasification unit is used
in this analysis as the primary means of biomass to hydrogen conversion. Additionally, it is
assumed that the potential users of this biomass hydrogen will be existing industrial users.
Hence, the research questions for this thesis are:
Research Question: What is (are) the optimal location(s) for a hypothetical biomass
hydrogen gasification facility to serve Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coast industrial markets based
on existing biomass resources?
Sub questions:
(1) What is the potential amount of hydrogen that can be produced from biomass residues
in Texas and Louisiana?
(2) Which crop(s) would prove most viable for biomass energy production?
(3) What are the market location(s) for which biomass hydrogen is needed?
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(4) How will this biomass hydrogen be transported to market locations?
(5) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass hydrogen gasification facility that will
serve at least some of the demand of all market locations?
(6) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass hydrogen gasification facility that will
serve at least some of the demand of “geographically masked” market locations (e.g.
supply to local market areas versus supply to market areas further away)?
This thesis is primarily written as part of a requirement of the Master of Science program
in geography at Louisiana State University. However, it may also serve a number of other
academic, business and governmental roles. It can serve as foundation literature for a number of
papers ranging from hydrogen, energy geography, economic geography, agricultural economics
and spatial analysis. As well, it can serve the applied needs of business decision makers as
reference material concerning hydrogen supply, industrial location or market development. It
may also serve the needs of local, state and national agencies in terms of economic development
and financial incentives for new future potential hydrogen biomass gasification or similar
facilities. All three of these purposes are integral in furthering the growth of hydrogen and
hydrogen energy technologies and industries. For these technologies to be successful it is
paramount that a combination of government incentives and business investment would be
necessary to transition to a hydrogen-based economy.

14

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the essence of this thesis is a site selection problem
involving the determination of an optimal sit e (or sites) for a biomass hydrogen gasification
facility. Site selection problems, such as this one, can perhaps be best understood within the
broader context of location analysis. Location analysis has long been a subject of study within
the broader geographic literature. It is therefore essential that we first review various theories
and methods of location analysis, in order to properly design a methodology for this siteselection problem. This chapter will first provide a summary of the historical theories and
methods of location analysis, primarily drawing from works contained within the sub-field of
economic geography. It will then describe several of the more commonly used quantitative
location methods involved models drawn from these theories used in solving contemporary site
selection problems. It is important to note that the following chapter is not meant to serve as an
exhausting survey. Instead, it is meant as a guide in selecting the most appropriate location
model for our current site selection study, as well as similar studies.

2.1 Location Theory: Background and Theoretical Framework
Theories of optimal location have been studied by mathematicians and social scientists
since, at least, the 17th century. Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665), Battista Cavallieri (1598-1647)
and Evangelist Torricelli (1609-1647) have been attributed with providing the first incites into
the mathematical logic of geographic location (Boyer and Asimov 1991). The generally accepted
“father” location analysis within geography, however, is 19th century Prussian landowner Johann
Heinrich von Thunen (1780-1850). In his book, Der Isolierte Staat (“The Isolated State”),
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Thunen devised a model of agricultural production based on the cost to transport agricultural
products over various distances to a single market center contained within a uniformly fertile
plain (Thunen 1826 [1966]). The underlying assumption of his model was that the cost to
transport crops to market centers, dictated the value of agricultural land and, hence, the minimum
value of the crops that could be grown at varying distances from the market center. He theorized
that farmers would seek to maximize profits by growing higher value, more intensive crops
closer to the market center and lower value, less intensive crops further away from the market.
Though Thunen’s model was based on an ideal geographical space (a uniformly fertile plain), his
concepts formed the basis for many subsequent location theories.

The first person to build upon Thunen’s theories was German engineer Wilhelm
Launhardt. In 1882, Launhardt drew upon Thunen’s model to develop a similar model for
industrial location, rather than agricultural location (Launhardt 1872 [1900]). Both Launhardt
and Thunen’s models relied similarly on transport costs, location of raw materials and markets as
determining variables. What differed in Launhardt’s model was that it introduced a third location
variable – an intermediate manufacturing location. He suggested that the location decisions of
individual manufacturers would be made on the basis of relative cost of transporting raw
materials to a factory location, combined with the cost of transporting finished products to
market areas (Pinto 1977). He subtly implied a “push-pull” relationship between the location of
raw materials, markets and the optimal location of manufacturing activity. Even though, this
study extended the field of location theory into the realm of manufacturing, it suffered from the
same weakness as Thunen’s model in that he only analyzed one raw material location, one
market center, and one potential optimal location.
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In an attempt to correct a portion of this shortcoming, German economist Alfred Weber
developed a model which accounted for the effects of multiple raw material locations (Weber
1909 [1929]). Weber added to Launhardt’s original model by proposing that the spatial median
of the distances from two raw material locations and one market center be used to determine the
optimal location for a firm. He referred to the resulting polygon as a “location triangle.” In
addition, he also developed an additional method to account for the relative attraction of raw
material-oriented and demand-oriented market forces through a “material index” (Weber 1909
[1929]). With this addition, Weber was able to account for the fact that some raw materials lose
mass during production, making it cheaper to locate manufacturing plants closer to raw material
sources than market areas, in many cases. Despite Weber’s improvements, Thunen, Lauhardt and
Weber’s models still retained several inherent weaknesses. The primary weakness of these
models is that they were all grounded within classical economic theory and all assumed a perfect
knowledge of supply, demand and transport costs with no mechanism to model other market
factors (Smith 1966).

Harold Hotelling, Walter Christaller and August Losch exposed this weakness in
“classical” location models by offering additional and alternative location factors. Hotelling
pointed out the fact that these classical location models were based on static models involving a
fixed number of variables. In his theory of spatial competition, he discounted the ability of these
models to derive an optimal location without also considering the role of other market forces,
such as competition within the market place (Hotelling 1929). Christaller and Losch added that
these models generally underestimated the effect of other economic factors, such as market pull,
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on location. In his “Central Place Theory,” Christaller laid out a theoretical framework to
account for the market pull on industrial location despite higher land values and raw material
transportation costs associated with these locations (Christaller 1933 [1966]). Losch was perhaps
more direct in his criticisms citing the fact that optimum locations predicted by these models
rarely explained actual industry locations (Losch 1954). He suggested that potential firm
revenues, rather than firm profits, be used as the basis for firm location decisions. While each of
these counter arguments successfully pointed out weaknesses in classical location theory, even
offering additions and alternative approaches, it was difficult to fully incorporate these
suggestions directly into location models (Blackley 1985).

What emerged, instead, was a revival in quantifiable location models under the guise of
“neo-classical” locational theory in the 1950s and 1960s. Neo-classical location theories and
methods brought a return to the mathematical models of classical location theory combined with
more modern micro-economic production theory (Calzonetti and Walker 1991). Like in classical
location theory, in neo-classical location theory, cost remained the determinant factor in location
decisions, however these new models provided a better framework to account for dynamic
market forces. Drawing upon the earlier works of neo-classical economist Edgar Hoover, Leon
Moses is recognized as the first person to bridge this gap. He did this by modifying Weber’s
location triangle to take into account varying levels of raw material supply and product demand
(Moses 1958). Instead of deriving a single optimal location, as in Weber’s version, Moses
determined a range of possible optimal locations, referred to as “iso-outlay” lines, forming
transport gradients around the market center. Another neo-classical location theorist, Walter
Isard, also provided a framework for the co-location, or “agglomeration” of firms around
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particular locations (Isard 1956). Despite the fact that many continue to find holes in classical
and neo-classical location theories, the basic concepts of these models are still in use, though
renamed as “new economic geography” (Krugman 1995, McCann 1995, Fujita et al. 1999).
Quantifiable neo-classical location theories remain the best set of tools for individual location
problems.

This has not prevented a number of alternative locational methods to emerge. Other
location approaches, such as behavioral, institutional and evolutionary locational theories, have
emerged to account for more qualitative location factors which have proved elusive in neoclassical location models. Behavioral location theory is based on the premise that firms only
possess limited information on location factors. In behavioral approaches, limited, and often
prejudicial, information cause firms to settle for sub-optimal locations based on market “instinct”
of entrepreneurs (McFadden 1989). Institutional theory attempts to account for non-market
related location externalities. These models introduce non-firm or market factors, such corporate
organization, union activity, government policy and other social-cultural dynamics, which are
generally regarded location specific, into location decisions (Hayter 1997, Amin 1999). The most
recent of these alternative theories, evolutionary location theory, have approached location
models from the perspective of biological analogies, such as product variation, natural selection
and path dependence (Brons and Pellenbarg 2003).

2.2 Location Models: Methodological Considerations
Within the context of this brief history of location analysis, it is apparent that no single
location model exists to best represent any given firm’s location choices. Instead, it is understood
that the optimal location can only be represented through the use of a location model (or
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combination of models) that provides a “best-fit” solution to a particular site selection scenario.
Commonly used contemporary models approach site selection with this inherent understanding,
and vary mostly only in the objectives, constraints and variables of the specific problem being
analyzed. The choice of model in any particular site selection scenario is dependent on a number
of factors including: the spatial context of the location problem; the number of facilities to be
located; the objectives of individual firms; whether the model provides for changes in market
conditions; and if the extent of knowledge that the firm has concerning input, output and
transport costs (Karup and Pruzan 1990). Once these inputs have been defined, the choice of
location model becomes apparent. This section provides an overview of these location factors, as
well as a survey of some of the models in which these are applied.

One of the primary considerations in any location model is the spatial context of the
model. Location models can either be used to model: discrete locations, locations selected from a
predefined set of locations; from a continuous region; or based on an underlying transportation
network (Karup and Pruzan 1990). Discrete location problems are seemingly the easiest to solve
given that the model is basically used to select or rank facilities according to a given criteria.
Continuous location models, on the other hand, begin with no pre-defined location and are
almost purely constructed from mathematical formulas. Location models employing a network
context determine optimal location on a continuous plane but are limited by linear forms. A
second consideration in the choice of location model is whether the number of facilities to be
located has already been determined or if the model will allow for variation in the number of
possible facility locations according to model dynamics. Additionally, the organizational
objectives must be noted. The objectives of private enterprises generally are guided toward
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maximizing profits while governments and organization tend to be more concerned with
delivering public services. The model must also take into account if it will be subject to static or
dynamic market forces, such as regarding market demand, material, products and transport costs.
Finally, it is important to consider if the model will assume perfect market knowledge or if it will
attempt to determine location within a given level of economic uncertainty.

The basic quantitative location models are based on these location decision criteria to
various extents and degrees. Given these combinations, each and every location model has its
inherent strengths and weaknesses with respect to specific site selection decisions. The most
basic models still rely on the classical “Weberian” location model which attempts to determine
optimal location on a continuous space based on fixed input, output and transport costs (Weber
1909[1929]), Dresner et al. 2002). Extensions of this model, still in use today, are the LocationAllocation (LA) and Location-Routing (LR) models. These models determine location based on
the sum of the weighted distances. LA models allow the possibility of multiple facilities and
facility locations by incorporating the ability to assign demand to individual facilities (Scott
1970, Beaumont 1987). LR models additionally provide the ability to constrain demand at a
maximum distance from market centers (Perl and Daskin 1984, 1985).

A related set of location models are p-median, p-center and p-dispersion location models.
LR models put time constraints on location based primarily on market rather than supply pulls
for “p” possible locations (Tansel et al. 1983). P-median locations are defined by the point at
which the sum of the demand-weighted distances between demand nodes is minimized. Pmedian models are generally used in continuous or network spatial contexts, whereas p-center
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models optimize location based on minimizing the distance between these demands in the
context of existing firm locations (Tansel et al. 1983). P-dispersion models are concerned mainly
with the maximizing the minimum distance between a pair of new facilities while also
maximizing market demand (Beasley 1985). These Weberian and p-median models (and their
extensions - LA, LR and p-center, p-dispersion, respectively) assume that every possible location
share similar fixed costs and have an unlimited production capacity (Beasley 1985).

Capacitated Plant Location (CPL) and Uncapaciated Facility Location (UPL) models
provide more sophisticated location decisions in that they also model variable location costs and
fixed capacity constraints. CPL models are used to determine the location or locations that
minimize costs (both transport and location-specific fixed costs) while maximizing demand and
staying within a given location-specific capacity (Korkel 1989). These models require a predetermined set of discrete potential facility locations, market demands, market locations and
transport costs. UPL models also determine location based on demand-weighted distances
between markets and fixed cost- adjusted production gradient but, unlike CPL models, UPL
models do not require a pre-defined fixed maximum plant capacity or a set of locations (Korkel
1989). The resulting solution is the number of facilities required and locations at which they are
required while, again, minimizing transport costs. CPL models are obviously better suited to
location decisions where optimal locations are based on a set of pre-selected candidate sites.
UPL models, on the other hand, are useful in deriving locations based more toward minimizing
the number of facilities while maximizing demand served regardless if the number of facilities
has been pre-determined (Cornuejols et al. 1990). The weakness of both CPL and UPL models
is that they require a great deal of information and are more suited for static market situations.
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Covering models are more common with market-oriented location analysis. These
models attempt to minimize the quantity of facilities required while serving or “covering” most,
if not all, of the demand in any given market within a given period of time (Owen and Daskin
1998). Set Covering (SC) models determine location by seeking the minimum fixed cost location
while supplying the maximum market demand area. SC models require location-specific cost
coefficients in order to calculate the solution to these problems. SC models make no distinction
between varying demand size at any given point. The model attempts to serve all portions of the
population regardless of demand density, sometimes resulting in a large number of optimal
facility locations (Brimberg and ReVelle 1999). Maximal Covering (MC) models also attempt to
maximize the demand area covered while constrained by a defined set number of facilities
(Owen and Daskin 1998). Neither of these functions set a limit on the amount of potential
demand that could be served by individual locations. Additions to each of these models have
been developed to represent the ability of facility locations to serve a limited amount of market
demand (Brimberg and ReVelle 1999). Covering models are extremely useful in determining
demand-sensitive economic activities such as convenience store location. These models are also
commonly used in locating government services, such as police and fire stations where
population density (demand density covered) and maximum coverage (demand areas covered)
are intrinsically relevant (Herzog and Schlottmann 1991).

Hub-Location and Push-Pull models are the remaining commonly used location models
used in site-selection. Hub-Location models are primarily used to determine the optimal location
for transport nodes or “hubs” by minimizing both transport costs and delivery time associated
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with transporting goods from one location to another (Campbell et al. 2002). These models are
commonly used to select locations for break-bulk facilities and other high volume cost, timesensitive transportation activities. Push-pull models attempt to formulate a compromise between
these positive and negative spatial market forces through the modification of cost variables
within other location models to mimic the duel push-pull of these facilities away and toward
market centers (Brimberg 1998). It accounts for the fact that certain types of facilities exhibit a
negative market demand but potentially require some form of proximity to market centers
(Brimberg 1998). Push-pull models are used in determining location of facilities like garbage
incinerators, airports, water treatment plants and other such facilities.

2.3 Summary
This brief survey of the historical context, key factors and most commonly used location
models provides the basis for our site selection methodology. From this survey, it is apparent that
a more quantitative location model would be more appropriate for use in this particular site
selection problem. It is equally apparent that several decisions and additional information is
needed before selecting an appropriate methodology for this particular site selection problem. In
chapter three, we will provide more information regarding our problem. This will allow us to
further refine our model constraints thereby assisting in the ultimate selection of our
methodology.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology used in this site selection
experiment. As outlined in the literature review, there is no single location model that can be
used for every site selection decision. Instead, it is necessary to determine which location model
or combination of location models is best suited for each specific location problem. In order to
determine which location model to use in determining the location of a biomass hydrogen
facility, we must first consider a number of location variables and constraints. Given the existing
information regarding biomass facilities, as outlined in the introductory chapter, we can easily
make some decisions regarding some model inputs. However, we still need more specific
information on other model inputs to make a final determination on location model choice. The
purpose of this chapter is to provide this additional information, make critical assumptions, and,
ultimately, determine which location model methodology is best suited to solve this problem. It
is important to note that this problem may be solved in a number of ways and that this
methodology was devised in accordance with the most accurate and available data.

3.1 Initial Assumptions
As stated earlier, we can already make some assumptions regarding this site selection
problem. One of the most important decisions we must make is whether or not the model will
describe a static or dynamic market situation. For the purpose of this analysis, we will assume
that these firms are operating in a static market situation, given the seasonal nature of biomass
production coupled with the difficulty in obtaining accurate time series data. We can also make
additional decisions regarding our model based on the likely organizational objectives of
potential biomass hydrogen firms. Given that these firms will most likely develop as an
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extension of existing agribusiness activities, it is safe to assume that the organizational objectives
of potential biomass hydrogen producers will be to maximize profit. Profit is defined as total
revenue (price per unit times number of units sold) minus the total cost of goods (fixed costs plus
per unit – variable – costs) at the demand location (Hoover and Giarratani 1984). Total cost also
includes the cost of transporting goods, both from resource locations to the factory and from the
factory to the market location. It can also be used to reflect government direct or indirect
incentives, such as subsidies, tax credits and/or other government fiscal instruments. The role of
government incentives is potentially important considering the potential future role of biomass
hydrogen within the framework of a hydrogen economy. From these initial assumptions, we can
describe a static business model for potential biomass hydrogen firms below:
Π = (p)(u) – ((fc) + (vc) + (tc) – (g))
Π = R - TC
Where:

Π = Profits
R = Revenue
p = Price per unit
u = Number of units sold
TC = total cost of goods
fc = fixed costs
vc = variable costs
tc = transportation costs
g = government assistance
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If the purpose of the firm is to maximize profits, it is intuitive that the firm must
maximize revenue and minimize total costs. Though it is possible to develop a location model
that could account for each of variables, such a model would posses a number of logistical and
analytical challenges. The primary challenge of such a model would be to find market
information for a biomass hydrogen facility of this scale. Though there have been some studies
regarding fixed and variable operation costs for biomass hydrogen facilities, the resulting data is
often inconsistent and involves an overwhelming amount of assumptions. Similarly, there is
currently no information regarding potential biomass hydrogen demand or potential government
subsidies. Even if this information existed, the model would probably result in a huge number of
site selection scenarios, all of which would be based mostly on non-scientific conjecture. Instead
of attempting to model all of these variables, we will instead, hold some of these variables
constant. This will not only provide a more credible result, it will also allow us to more easily
compare the potential of multiple locations. We will determine which variables to hold constant
after examining our remaining model constraints.

In addition to the organizational objectives and market situation of the firm, we must also
consider other inputs. These inputs include the market knowledge of the firm, the spatial context
of the site selection problem, and the number of facilities to be located. At this point, we could
make some hypothetical assumptions, but this would not only defeat the point of this thesis, it
would fail to reflect existing, if only anecdotal information regarding biomass and hydrogen that
may prove useful in our investigation. We would also perhaps miss the opportunity to further
narrow our model constraints to a specific biomass hydrogen source or information regarding
potential factory output and market demand. We can analyze this information in three broad
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categories: biomass hydrogen supply, hydrogen demand and hydrogen transportation within the
region. Within the context of these investigations, we will be able to garner potential critical
market facts, as well as determine values for the remaining profit and location model variables.

3.2 Biomass Hydrogen Supply
Again, biomass is generally defined as material derived from organic plant matter (Mann
and Spath 1997). This definition encompasses a broad range of existing agricultural and nonagricultural material. Everything from grain, timber and natural fibers to municipal and factory
wastes and crop residues can be defined as biomass under this definition. Attempting to analyze
each of these various biomass sources individually would likely result in widely varying location
scenarios. Equally so, it is unlikely that many of these biomass sources would even be potentially
available for hydrogen production. For instance, grain, timber or fibrous biomass is currently
used for human or animal consumption or as raw materials in the production of lumber or cloth.
These types of biomass are already being used in established and profitable market niches. Given
the current low or non-existent margins for hydrogen production, it is unlikely that this biomass
would be available for hydrogen production. Even some low-value biomass sources would not
likely be available as a source of hydrogen feedstocks. For instance, both municipal and yard
wastes as a feedstock would be extremely difficult to model given not only the logistical
challenge of collecting these wastes, but also the huge assumptions which would have to be
made regarding municipal and civic cooperation. However, there is one source of biomass that
could serve as a prime feedstock candidate, this being agricultural residues.

Agricultural residues can be described as the plant material that remains after agricultural
crops have been harvested (Twidell 1998). The main advantages of agricultural residues are that
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they generally have little or no market value and are already being produced in large quantities
and are mainly managed by private entities with some potential market incentive. These residues
are generated through the direct harvest of crops at the growing site (field residues), or as a byproduct of processing at a processing facility (Earnest and Buffington 1981). According to the
most recent U.S. Department of Agriculture Census, the primary agricultural crops harvested in
Texas and Louisiana, in terms of quantity produced, include: corn, wheat, rice, cotton, soybeans,
sugarcane and sorghum (USDA 2004). We can use this agricultural census data to determine the
amount of potential agricultural residues that may be available for use. Agricultural residue
determination from census data is an already well-established process as it generally involves
multiplying each production value by a “residue factor” for individual crop type (Earnest and
Buffington 1981). After calculating how much residue is available, it is also important to
estimate how much of this residue can be economically collected. In many cases, agricultural
residues are left in the field to help prevent soil erosion or used as fuel in processing facilities.
With these supply constraints in mind, we can analyze which, if any, agricultural residues would
serve as candidates in our model.

Before calculating residue production, it was necessary to first convert agricultural census
data into an easily comparable format. Table 3.1 shows the quantity of primary agricultural crops
produced in both Louisiana and Texas during 2002 (USDA 2004). These totals were then
converted into pounds (lbs) in order to provide a basis for comparison since it is difficult
comparing such quantities as bushels of wheat to bales of cotton. Based on this table, it would
seem that the most likely candidates for biomass hydrogen production would be sugarcane or
corn residues. In 2002, there were over 32 billion pounds of sugarcane and 14 billion pounds of
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corn produced in Texas and Louisiana. The combined total weight of these two crops is twice as
much as all other crops analyzed combined. However, it would be premature to assume that
these will be the best candidates, until we analyze the available residues, which may provide a
very different result.
Table 3.1: Production of Select Crops in Texas and Louisiana for 2002 (USDA 2004).
Agricult
ural
Commod
ity
Corn
(Bushels
= 56 lbs)
Wheat
(Bushels
= 60 lbs)
Rice
(CWT =
100 lbs)
Cotton
(Bales =
480 lbs)
Soybeans
(Bushels
= 60 lbs)
Sugarcan
e
(Tons =
2,000 lbs)
Sorghum
(Bushels
= 56 lbs)

Texas
Production
2002*(units)

Texas
Louisiana
Production Production
2002 (units) 2002(lbs)

Louisiana
Production
2002 (lbs)5

Total Texas &
Louisiana
Production
2002 (lbs)

197,109,321

54,944,774

11,038,121,976

3,076,907,344 14,115,029,320

75,131,556

5,708,218

4,507,893,360

342,493,080

4,850,386,440

14,590,204

29,612,935

1,459,020,400

2,961,293,500

4,420,313,900

5,060,144

737,641

2,428,869,120

354,067,680

2,782,936,800

5,415,147

20,736,686

324,908,820

1,244,201,160

1,569,109,980

767,145

15,367,635

1,534,290,000

114,127,221

9,356,983

6,391,124,376

30,735,270,000 32,269,560,000
523,991,048

6,915,115,424

Despite incremental improvements in agricultural practices, residue factors have
remained pretty much constant based on pounds of production (Twidell 1998). Because of this
5

These totals differ greatly from Louisiana State University Agricultural Center estimates, which will be used in the
analysis phase. However, these differences are deemed to have little influence on the final location model.
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fact, residue factors devised in the late 1970s and 1980s are still very relevant in contemporary
studies. The residue factors used in this analysis are based on a biomass study conducted by the
LSU Center for Energy Studies in the mid-1980s. (LSU CES 1983). Even though newer
conversion factors exist and were substituted in some cases, this study provided the most
consistent data set for U.S. Gulf Coast agriculture. This was important given the potential
differences in residue production that might arise if residue factors from other regions were used.
The result could be either much larger or much smaller than these estimates. Table 3.2 provides
an estimate of total potential agricultural residues based on residues factors in Table 3.1.
Table 3.2: Residue and Collection Factors for Select Agricultural Commodities
Agricultural
Commodity

Total Texas &
Louisiana
Production
2002 (lbs)

Corn
Wheat
Rice
Cotton
Soybeans
Sugarcane
Sorghum

14,115,029,320
4,850,386,440
4,420,313,900
2,782,936,800
1,569,109,980
32,269,560,000
6,915,115,424

Residue
Factor
(per unit of
commodity)
0.836
2.548
1.0810
0.7612
0.8014
3.016
1.5718

6

Wedlin and Klopfenstein 1985
Antonopoulus 1980
8
Earbest and Buffington 1981
9
Briggle 1981
10
Rutger 1981
11
Briggle 1981
12
Parnell 1981
13
Parnell 1981
14
Earbest and Buffington 1981
15
Giamalva and Clark 1981
16
Irvine 1981
17
Giamalva and Clark 1981
18
Antonoulus 1980
19
Antonoulus 1980
7
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Percentage of
Collectable
Residue
90 %7
85 %9
85 %11
~ 0%13
80 %15
100 %17
85 %19

Total Texas &
Louisiana Residue
Estimate 2002 (lbs)
10,543,926,902
10,471,984,324
4,057,848,160
~0
1,004,230,387
96,808,680,000
9,228,221,533

By a wide margin, sugarcane residues are the most likely candidate for biomass hydrogen
production based on existing crop totals. Sugarcane residue (bagasse) production was almost ten
times the residue production of both corn and wheat and almost three times more than all other
combined crops analyzed in 2002. Approximately 6.06 % of hydrogen can be extracted from
each pound of bagasse through biomass gasification processes (Lau et al. 2002). Based on these
data, the total potential bagasse biomass hydrogen that can be produced is 5,866,606,008 pounds,
the majority of which (95%) is located in Louisiana (USDA 2004). Bagasse is also extremely
attractive given that it already collected at production facilities. Other potential residues would
likely incur additional costs because these would have to be collected and transported to a central
facility. Bagasse is currently used to produce some wood products and as boiler fuel, however a
large portion of these residues are simply land-filled. However, for the purposes of this analysis,
we will assume that all of this bagasse is available given the lack of data concerning the
percentage used for all purposes and that it has a producer cost of $0 given that it is generally
regarded as a waste product.

Now that we have narrowed down our potential choices of biomass, we still have to make
a number of decisions and assumptions regarding bagasse hydrogen supply in our model. Since
bagasse is already available from sugarcane at sugar refineries or mills, these production
facilities provide us with a predefined set of potential biomass hydrogen facility locations.
According to the most recently released production data, in 2001 there were seventeen sugar
mills in Louisiana (LSU AG 2004). This is a manageable number of locations and greatly
increases the plausibility of a potential hydrogen biomass facility. In addition to the location of
the facility, we can make some assumptions regarding potential hydrogen production at each
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facility location. For the purposes of this study, we will calculate potential biomass hydrogen
supply at each location based on 2001 Louisiana State University (LSU) Agricultural Center
sugarcane production data using the same conversion factor used to estimate total bagasse
production.

At this point, it is also important to make a determination how or whether we will model
fixed costs and variable costs at each location. It would be extremely difficult to identify direct
fixed costs for each facility given not only the seasonal nature of these operations but also the
potential to integrate a gasification unit with existing machinery. As well, we can also assume a
direct correlation between variable costs and potential biomass hydrogen supply at each facility.
Since we are already using potential supply (number of units sold) at each location as a weight
factor, we can safely hold both fixed and variable costs constant for each potential location. Even
though, we can input different values for bagasse, fixed and variable costs in future analyses,
holding these variable constant will allow us to create a practical framework for our location
model. If we refer to our initial equation:
Π = R – ((fc (l1…n)) +((vc) (l1…n )) + (tc) – (g)
Π = R - $0 (l1…n) + $0 l1…n) + (tc) - $0
Where:
Π = R – TC
Π = R – (fc) + (vc) + (tc) – (g)
l = Potential facility locations
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3.3 Biomass Hydrogen Demand
Since we have already established a fixed number of biomass hydrogen locations (e.g.
sugar production facilities), we can next turn to analyzing hydrogen demand and demand
locations. First of all, it is safe to assume that primary demand for biomass hydrogen will most
likely come initially from petroleum refineries and chemical manufacturers. As mentioned
earlier, hydrogen is used by petroleum refiners to break down heavy oils into light oils and to
remove the sulfur from all types of oils. Chemical manufacturers use hydrogen as a feedstock
chemical, primarily in fertilizer production. Collectively, these petrochemical plants consume an
estimated 24 billion standard cubic feet or 12 million pounds of hydrogen annually (USDOE
2003c). For the purpose of this analysis, we will use pounds in lieu of standard cubic feet to
remain consistent with our hydrogen calculations in the previous section. This consumption is
expected to increase at a rate of over 10 percent per year driven by both market forces and
government policies (Lehman Brothers 2004). In this section, we will attempt to provide a
foundation to model biomass hydrogen demand based on existing market realties.

There are approximately 235 petroleum refineries and petrochemical plants located in the
Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast region (IHS Energy 2003). Collectively, it is likely that these plants
would be able to utilize all of the potential production from one or a few of these potential
biomass hydrogen facilities. However, it is likely that only a fraction of the plants will be able to
consume all of this hydrogen supply. This leaves us with two options, we can either determine
individual plants that have the potential to consume massive quantities of hydrogen, or we can
find a method to aggregate these plants into aggregate demand locations. The second choice is
more likely given the highly sensitive nature of petrochemical operation information. As well, it
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is fairly easy to discern general petrochemical clusters around Corpus Christi, Houston, Lake
Charles, and the Mississippi River Corridor from Baton Rouge to New Orleans. We can analyze
these patterns of industrial agglomeration more accurately through the use of spatial clustering
methods such as Nearest Neighbor Hierarchical Clustering (NNHC), which can be analyzed
using CrimeStat II software (Levine 2004). This technique will allow us to readily define a series
of probable demand centers, which we can use in our model. We can also arbitrarily designate
additional nodes around other potential clusters. After these clusters are defined, we may have to
perform minor adjustments to the exact location of the demand node based on the existing
hydrogen pipeline infrastructure.

We have already assumed that any individual demand location or node would likely be
able to consume all demand from any individual hydrogen facility. As with fixed and variable
supply costs, we are treating each demand location equally. It is assumed that hydrogen
distribution from each of these demand nodes to each potential end consumer is negligible. If we
can hold price as a constant in our initial equation we can assume that the price of hydrogen at
any given demand node equals the given supply from any one potential biomass hydrogen
location. The historical price of hydrogen per pound is approximately $1.50 (Rifkin 2002). With
respect to the profit equation stated earlier, our model input for revenue (price per unit times the
number of units sold) would resemble the following:
Π = ($1.50)(u1…n) – TC
Where:
Π = R – TC
Π = (p)(n) – TC
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We can adjust our model based on a fluctuation in market price. Also, it is important to
note that the analysis may result in a negative profit margin for most, if not all, of the plant
locations analyzed. Despite this reality, we will consider this a valid basis for determining an
optimal location or locations based on the fact that, even though the location may not be
profitable now, it may be in the future. In order to determine the remaining portion of our
equation, we must determine how we will analyze transportation costs.

3.4 Biomass Hydrogen Transport
Hydrogen can be transported through a number of media, either as a compressed gas or a
liquid. The cost to transport hydrogen is based on the method of transport and the distance that
the hydrogen must be transported. There are two main mediums used to transport hydrogen in
the Gulf Coast region – truck and pipeline. Although hydrogen can also be transported via rail,
ship and/or barge, for the purposes of this model, we will focus on modeling a firm attempting to
leverage the existing hydrogen infrastructure. By the same token, it is important to note that we
will not attempt to model potential new infrastructure given the expense of such a pursuit for any
new firm. For instance, the cost the construct a new hydrogen pipeline averages over $1 million
per mile (Leiby 1994). Hence our analysis will be constrained to existing pipelines, as well as
major highway systems throughout the region. With this in mind, the rest of the section will
focus on analyzing quantities and distances within our model constraints.

Given that bagasse is already collected at refineries, we only have to consider the various
options for hydrogen to be transported to demand centers. The Gulf Coast is home to one of the
largest pipeline networks in the United States and in the world and hydrogen pipelines are
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already connected to most, if not all, of the petroleum refineries and chemical plants in the region
(Hart 1997). Pipeline transport, on the other hand, is the most economical method for
transporting large quantities of hydrogen over long distances (Simbeck and Chang 2002). Truck
transport of hydrogen is a more economical method for transporting small to medium quantities
of hydrogen over short to medium distances (Simbeck and Chang 2002). Tank trucks can carry
anywhere from 800 to 9,500 pounds of liquid hydrogen in a single trip and are generally more
flexible in that they use existing road networks (Leiby 1994). However, presumably none of the
sugar refineries will be connected directly to hydrogen pipelines, we must consider two
transportation scenarios. Potential facilities can either provide hydrogen directly to the demand
locations or to an associated point or pipeline node at the intersection of a road and pipeline
system. From this point, the hydrogen would be carried to the demand location.

Generally, truck transport of hydrogen increases per mile traveled due to the relatively
fixed capacity of the tanker trailer. Conversely, pipeline cost decreases per unit as both the
quantity and distance and the quantity transported increases (Amos 1998). For the purposes of
this study, we will use a fixed cost per mile. For pipeline transportation, we will assume much
larger volume and distance at a rate of $0.09 per pound per mile, based on the transport of
hydrogen over 500 miles (Amos 1998). Given that truck transport will be used for shorter
distances and smaller quantities, we will assume a cost of $0.40 per pound per mile, based on the
transport of compressed hydrogen over 50 miles (Amos 1998). We will also assume that firms
have market knowledge of this fact and will attempt to maximize pipeline usage in lieu of truck
transport given the significantly reduced transport cost of pipeline transport.
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Therefore, the method used will model transportation costs as a function of location from
facility location via a road network to the nearest pipeline node then to each associated demand
node. Using ESRI’S Network Analyst software, the linear distance over a transportation network
can be estimated (ESRI 1996). First, the roadway distance to the nearest pipeline intersection
will be estimated. At this point, the distance from each of these pipeline transfer “nodes” to each
assigned demand location can be estimated. The cost of transportation over road networks and
pipeline networks for each potential hydrogen plant location to each hydrogen demand center is
then summed, assuming the shortest possible route. From this step, he lowest cost route for
biomass hydrogen become apparent. These calculations will allow us to finalize our profit
function and allow us to determine our final location model. According to our function:
Π = R – (fc) + (vc) + (tc)
Π = R – (fc) + (vc) + (tcr(l1…n) + tcp(l1…n)) – (g)
Where:

Π = R – TC
Π = R – (fc) + (vc) + (tc) – (g)
tcr = Transport costs -road
tcp = Transport costs -pipeline
Given:
tcr and tcp are minimized.
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3.5 Location Model Problem Selection
From these assumptions and model constraints, the most appropriate location model for
our site selection analysis is a combination of a fixed capacitated location model and a network
allocation model. Given the decisions regarding data availability and model granularity, we are
attempting to determine the location, which is most profitable while minimizing the
transportation costs of biomass hydrogen. Each variable in this model may be changed for future
analyses. Again, it is important to note that this model is being devised with the most current and
available information. While, it is expected that any given location may not prove profitable for a
given firm, it should provide an indication of relative profitability given more favorable market
conditions. The result of this analysis then will be in the form of a ranking of possible best
locations that would best serve individual, partial and all demand locations. This will provide us
with a series of facilities provide the “best-fit” optimal locations for this site selection problem.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the results and analysis on site selection based on the methodology
selected in chapter three. The first portion of this chapter defined the study area and the
geographical information system (GIS) layers used to develop this model. The second section of
this chapter relays the results of our analysis. This section also includes descriptive statistics of
the experiment along with a couple of alternative site selection scenarios to compare our results
with. Finally, the chapter presents a “best-fit” ranking of plant locations based on our original
profit maximizing model. While none of the possible plant locations proved profitable based on
our model constraints, these results do indicate a general possible future profitability trend for
some locations over others. Before delving too deeply into the results themselves, it is important
to first layout the geographical boundaries of our study area.

4.1 GIS Layers and Analyses
Our study area encompasses the lower portion of the state of Texas and all of the state
Louisiana from the U.S. - Mexican border east to the Louisiana- Mississippi state border. Map
layers for this region were created in ESRI’s ArcGIS 9.1 using the North American Data 1927
geographic coordinate system (ESRI 2005a). Layers used in creating the initial map were
downloaded from the U.S. Census Bureau (state boundaries), U.S. Geological Survey
(waterways) and ESRI (national boundaries, major cities) (U.S. Census 2005, USGS 2005, ESRI
2005b). Some smaller cities, such as Lafayette and Lake Charles were manually digitized to
provide reference during the remaining analysis. From these layers, we were able to create an
initial reference map for the entire study area (Figure 4.1). Additional layers, such as sugar mill
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locations, petrochemical plant locations, and transportation networks were added to this initial
base map to provide more depth to our analysis.
Figure 4.1

Texas- Louisiana Gulf Coast

Source: U.S. Census 2005, USGS 2005, ESRI 2005b

Figure 4.2 shows the approximate location of sugar mills in the region. These locations
are based on street address information provided by individual sugar refineries to the Louisiana
State University Agricultural Statistics Service (Breaux and Salassi 2005). These address
information was inputted into Microsoft Terraserver (Microsoft 2006) software to derive latitude
and longitude coordinates for each sugar mill. These locations were digitized within five miles of
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their actual location and added to our GIS model. The approximate locations of petrochemical
plants in the coastal counties and parishes of Texas and Louisiana were similarly added directly
from based on address information provided by IHS Energy’s Major Industrial Plants Database
for Standard Industrial Code 28 (chemicals and allied products) and 29 (petroleum refining and
related industries) to our model (Figure 4.3; U.S. Census 2004, IHS Energy 2005).
Transportation networks, such as major roadways and hydrogen pipelines were added directly to
our model based on roadway network information from the U.S. Department of Transportation
and from Pennwell publishing, respectively (Pennwell 2004, U.S. DOT 2005).

Figure 4.2

Locations of Sugar Mills in the Texas- Louisiana Gulf Coast Region
Source: Breaux and Salassi 2005, Microsoft 2006
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Figure 4.3

Locations of Petrochemical Plants in the Texas- Louisiana Gulf Coast Region
Source: U.S. Census 2004, IHS Energy 2005

After these layers had been created, this GIS model was used to perform two separate
analyses – a cluster analysis and a network analysis. CrimeStat II was used to narrow down the
demand locations from individual petrochemical plants to demand “clusters” (Levine 2002). In
CrimeStat II, a Nearest Neighbor Hierarchical Analysis (NNHA), with a search radius of one
mile and a minimum search radius of ten points per cluster, was used to create standard
deviational ellipses to represent major hydrogen demand locations around Houston, Galveston,
Lake Charles, Baton Rouge and Geismar (south of Baton Rouge, Table 4.1). Using this
information, demand nodes numbered “I” through “VII” were assigned at the intersection of
existing hydrogen pipeline networks to represent market locations of hydrogen demand. It is felt
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that this was an appropriate methodology based on the fact that several of these petrochemical
plants in this demand region were already most likely served by this hydrogen pipeline. Using
the same logic, two demand nodes were also assigned along the existing hydrogen pipeline
network at the furthest western terminus of the hydrogen pipeline at Corpus Christi and east near
New Orleans at La Place, Louisiana (Table 4.1).

Table 4.1 Demand Locations
Demand Node
Assigned

Approximate
Geographic Location

I.

Corpus Christi

II.

Galveston

III.

Houston

IV.

Lake Charles

V.

Baton Rouge

VI.

Geismar

VII.

La Place

In the network portion of our analysis, road and pipeline networks were analyzed in an
attempt to minimized hydrogen transport costs. This analysis was conducted is two phases.
Using ESRI’s Network Analyst 9.1 (ESRI 2005c) we first determined the shortest roadway
distance between individual sugar mills (numbered “1” through “17”) and pipeline networks
given the significant difference in the cost per mile between transporting hydrogen via road and
pipeline. Roadway to pipeline interconnect locations were assigned letters “A” through “F.” The
distance from each of the roadway to pipeline nodes to each of the assigned demand nodes was
also calculated using ESRI’s Network Analyst 9.1. In the case of hydrogen transport from point
“B” to point “C,” an additional calculation was needed to compensate for the fact that these two
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sections are not connected by pipeline, and that a pipeline to truck transfer would be needed to
bridge these two sections. Using these tabulated distances, combined with an estimate of the
potential annual hydrogen production for each plant, we were able to analyze every possible
sugar mill location to demand node location (Table 4.2). Figures 4.4 through Figures 4.8, from
west to east, illustrate the complexity of our final GIS model.
Table 4.2 Supply Locations, Roadway to Pipeline Nodes and Annual Estimated Potential
Hydrogen Supply
Sugar Mill
Number
Assigned

Sugar Mill Corporate Name

Nearest
Roadway to
Pipeline Node

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Louisiana Sugar Coop
Cajun Sugar Coop.
Enterprise Factory
Jeanerette Sugar Co.
St. Mary Sugar Coop.
Iberia Sugar Coop.
Sterling Sugars, Inc.
Alma Plantation
Cinclaire Central Factory
Cora-Texas Mfg.
Lula Sugar- Westfield
Lula Sugar- Lula
South LA Sugar Coop - Glenwood
South LA Sugar Coop - St. James
South LA Sugar Coop - Caldwell
Lafourche Sugar Coop.
Raceland Raw Sugar Coop.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
C
D
E
E
E
E
E
E
F
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Estimated
Potential
Hydrogen
Production –
Annual (lbs)
36,602,562
45,719,549
83,388,347
27,825,015
35,996,279
32,216,455
41,498,153
34,747,192
27,648,831
51,761,813
36,388,522
29,652,186
17,665,910
20,439,330
17,080,312
29,522,058
36,918,086

Figure 4.4

Corpus Christi Area
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Figure 4.5

Houston- Galveston Area
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Figure 4.6

Lake Charles Area
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Figure 4.7

Lafayette Area
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Figure 4.8

Mississippi River Corridor (Baton Rouge, Geismar and La Place)
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4.2 Statistical Results and Analyses
After determining the roadway and pipeline distance from each sugar mill to each
eventual demand node, we could begin to perform simple calculations based on our initial profit
model. From these 119 possible route choices, we could then rank potential hydrogen biomass
locations based either solely on the premise that each potential location would have to serve all
demand locations or simply a portion of these demand locations. For each of our potential
locations, we developed a spreadsheet for each sugar mill to each demand location. From this
table, were able to determine the relative profitability (or unprofitability) of each route based on
our profit formula outlined in chapter 3. Table 4.3a through 4.3c displays this information for
Louisiana Sugar Cooperative as a potential hydrogen biomass location. The column headings are
represented as follows:
Table 4.3a Optimal Route Sample Calculations
a. Sugar Mill b. Nearest c. Demand
(Hydrogen
Roadway Node Location
Supply)
to Pipeline (Hydrogen
Node
Demand)
1. Louisiana
Sugar Coop.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

I. Corpus Christi
II. Galveston
III. Houston
IV. Lake Charles
V. Baton Rouge
VI. Geismar
VII.La Place

d. Potential
Hydrogen
Supply Annual (lbs)
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
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e. Potential f. Hydrogen
Price Hydrogen
($/lbs)
Demand Annual (lbs)
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562
36,602,562

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

Table 4.3b Optimal Route Sample Calculations
i. Pipeline j. Pipeline Node to k. Road Road Transfer
g. Sugar Mill h. Sugar Mill to
Pipeline Node Via Node to
Refinery Node Cost Transfer ost
to
Distance$0.40/lbs/mile)
Demand
($0.09/lbs/mile)
Pipeline Node Roadway Cost
(miles)
Via Roadway ($0.40/lbs/mile)
Node
Distance
Distance
(miles)
(miles)
35.08 $513,607,149.98
465.02 $1,531,883,104.31
0
$0.00
35.08 $513,607,149.98
238.63
$786,102,243.31
0
$0.00
35.08 $513,607,149.98
217.47
$716,396,324.23
0
$0.00
35.08 $513,607,149.98
113.66
$374,422,247.72
0
$0.00
35.08 $513,607,149.98
38.55
$126,992,588.86
13.28$194,432,809.34
35.08 $513,607,149.98
74.96
$246,935,524.28
13.28$194,432,809.34
35.08 $513,607,149.98
123.26
$406,046,861.29
13.28$194,432,809.34

Table 4.3c Optimal Route Sample Calculations
m. Total Route
n. Total Costs
Cost- Annual ($) ($/lbs)
$2,045,490,254.30
$1,299,709,393.29
$1,230,003,474.22
$888,029,397.71
$835,032,548.19
$954,975,483.60
$1,114,086,820.62

$55.88
$35.51
$33.60
$24.26
$22.81
$26.09
$30.44

p. Net Profit
($/lbs)

o. Revenue
($/lbs)
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

-$54.38
-$34.01
-$32.10
-$22.76
-$21.31
-$24.59
-$28.94

Based on these spreadsheet calculations, we can begin to analyze each individual route
and rank the most profitable (or least unprofitable) hydrogen supply routes. Ranking these routes
in this manner provided an initial indication of which sites were best suited to serve individual
demand nodes20. Table 4.4 lists the top 15 most profitable supply routes out of the 119 potential
hydrogen supply routes analyzed. As we can see, this table provides some indication of the most

20

Appendix A includes a full list of calculations for all routes.
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profitable candidate supply sites to each aggregated demand nodes based on the number of
relative frequency and ranking of both sugar mills and demand centers from the routes listed. For
instance, Cinclaire Central Factory and Cora-Texas Manufacturing sugar mills each represent 20
percent of the supply possibilities for the top most profitable routes. As well, all of the top 15
most profitable demand nodes are contained within the state of Louisiana, including La Place
(40%), Geismar (33%), and Baton Rouge (27%). Despite the value of ranking sites based on
their ability to serve a single demand location, this route ranking method does not necessarily
provide a clear answer as to which individual site or sites are best suited as a potential biomass
hydrogen location. In order to fully answer this question, it is necessary to perform additional
statistical analyses based on all, instead of part, of the derived profitability calculations.

Table 4.4 Top 15 Most Profitable (Least Unprofitable) Individual Hydrogen Supply Routes
Sugar Mill
(Hydrogen Supply)

Demand Node Location
(Hydrogen Demand)

Net Profit
($/lbs)

9. Cinclaire Central Factory
10. Cora-Texas Mfg.
14. South LA Sugar Coop - St. James
14. South LA Sugar Coop - St. James
9. Cinclaire Central Factory
10. Cora-Texas Mfg.
10. Cora-Texas Mfg.
8. Alma Plantation
14. South LA Sugar Coop - St. James
12. Lula Sugar- Lula
11. Lula Sugar- Westfield
12. Lula Sugar- Lula
11. Lula Sugar- Westfield
17. Raceland Raw Sugar Coop.
9. Cinclaire Central Factory

V. Baton Rouge
VI. Geismar
VII. La Place
VI. Geismar
VI. Geismar
V. Baton Rouge
VII. La Place
V. Baton Rouge
V. Baton Rouge
VII. La Place
VII. La Place
VI. Geismar
VI. Geismar
VII. La Place
VII. La Place

-$0.67
-$1.58
-$2.94
-$2.98
-$3.95
-$4.90
-$5.93
-$5.99
-$7.02
-$8.00
-$8.02
-$8.04
-$8.06
-$8.07
-$8.29
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The first step in determining these best fit locations is to provide a basis from which we
can compare each against individual potential supply location. We provide this basis by
calculating descriptive statistics of the entire data set and then comparing each potential location
based on total profitability for all routes served by that plant. This places the emphasis onto the
supply locations rather than on individual routes or demand nodes.

Table 4.5 provides basic descriptive statistics concerning relative profitability for the
entire route dataset. We can use these statistics to compare each individual plant location, but
this would prove to be extremely tedious and may result in contradictory or confusing results.
Table 4.6 illustrates the difference in descriptive statistics for Louisiana Sugar Cooperative
versus descriptive statistics for all routes. This table shows that the average net profitability
(mean) of Louisiana Sugar Cooperative is $24.86 greater than the average net profitability
(mean) of all routes. It is easy to see how this could prove rather difficult if we were to perform
the same analysis for each plant against all possible routes and against each other in table format.
Instead, a better way to compare these statistics is to visually compare box plots of all routes at
each location.
Table 4.5 Descriptive Statistics – All Routes
Mean
Standard deviation
Median
1st quartile
3rd quartile
Minimum
Maximum

-$32.76
$17.44
-$33.57
-$43.26
-$19.15
-$70.03
-$0.67
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Table 4.6 Relative Difference of Descriptive Statistics for Louisiana Sugar Cooperative and
All Routes
All Routes
Mean
Standard deviation
Median
1st quartile
3rd quartile
Minimum
Maximum

Louisiana Sugar
Coop
-$7.91
$6.87
-$7.91
-$9.34
-$1.90
-$18.57
-$1.81

-$32.76
$17.44
-$33.57
-$43.26
-$19.15
-$70.03
-$0.67

Difference
$24.86
$10.57
$25.66
$33.92
$17.25
$51.46
$1.14

A much clearer way to compare the price differentials between potential plant locations is
through the use of a box plot. Figure 4.9 illustrates the relative profitability of all seventeen
potential locations if demand were distributed equally among all seven market areas from Corpus
Christi to La Place. As indicated by the table, Alma Plantation appears to be the most optimal
location, followed by Cinclaire Central factory, based on the mean value of all possible routes.
Using this same method, we can also generate additional bet choice scenarios by certain
geographic segments of demand. For instance, Figure 4.10 displays a box plot of the relative
profitability of each of these sites based on demand from only west of the roadway- pipeline
node “B” – basically from Lake Charles to Corpus Christi. Figure 4.11 displays a box plot of the
relative profitability of each of these sites based on demand from the Mississippi River corridor
east of the roadway- pipeline node “B.” In these charts, both Alma Plantation and Cinclaire
Central factory appear to be among the most optimal locations. However, in Table 4.9, other
sugar mills, such as St. James South Louisiana Sugar Cooperative and Cora-Texas
Manufacturing appear to have slightly higher competitive advantages.
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Figure 4.9
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`4.3 Summary
Based on this methodology, we can readily rank these sites in terms of their relative
profitability to potential biomass hydrogen entrepreneurs based on a comparison of the average
value of all routes to each demand center as indicated. However, this analysis only holds true
based on the model constraints provided. It is likely that the addition of more precise model
inputs will be necessary to provide a more accurate result. Keeping this in mind, the final chapter
of this thesis, will summarize the results of this experiment as well provide recommendations for
further research.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH
This chapter will summarize the results of this analysis, as well as, provide questions for
additional research. It is important to note that this analysis was designed to address our research
questions within the scope of several pre-determined model constraints. While this thesis did
answer each of these questions, it may seem that some of these answers may only provide a
narrow interpretation of the data provided. However, this methodology seemed to be the best
choice given the time and information constraints of this analysis. Nonetheless, this section
provides some suggestions that may improve upon the accuracy of these results. In addition, it
also provides several suggestions for ancillary research in the fields of supply-side hydrogen
analysis that may be applied to this, or any other, region.

5.1 Conclusions
Before we answer our research questions, it would be beneficial to revisit these initial
research questions as presented in the introductory chapter. These were:
Research Question: What is (are) the optimal location(s) for a hypothetical biomass hydrogen
gasification facility to serve Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coast industrial markets based on existing
biomass resources?
Sub questions:
(1) What is the potential amount of hydrogen that can be produced from biomass residues
in Texas and Louisiana?
(2) Which crop(s) would prove most viable for biomass energy production?
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(3) What are the market location(s) for which biomass hydrogen is needed?
(4) How will this biomass hydrogen be transported to market locations?
(5) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass hydrogen gasification facility that will
serve at least some of the demand of all market locations?
(6) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass hydrogen gasification facility that will
serve at least some of the demand of geographically masked market locations?
We can best answer our main research question by, first, answering each individual subquestion beginning with sub-questions one and two: (1) What is the potential amount of
hydrogen that can be produced from biomass residues in Texas and Louisiana? (2) Which crop(s)
would prove most viable for biomass energy production? The total amount of biomass hydrogen
potential from all of Texas and Louisiana, as stated in chapter three, equates to an estimated 80
million pounds. Of this amount, 58.7 million pounds, or 75 percent, would be derived from
sugarcane residues, otherwise known as bagasse. The ability to collect and further process these
residues without disturbing existing agricultural and conservation practices also contributes to
the attractiveness of bagasse as a potential biomass hydrogen feedstock. It is already collected at
several sugar mills located in a concentrated area in the southern portion of Louisiana, also
adding to the appeal of this feedstock resource. Therefore, from a supply-side view, bagasse is
the most viable and likely candidate, based only on the amount of production, but also the fact
that it is already collected at seventeen existing locations. These locations served as potential
biomass hydrogen centers in our analysis.
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In addressing sub-question number three, we attempt to answer the demand-side of our
profit equation. This sub-question asks: (3) What are the market location(s) for which biomass
hydrogen is needed? Based on existing market conditions, we have noted that hydrogen is
already being consumed at ever increasing rates at petroleum refineries and ammonia
manufacturing plants throughout the Gulf Coast region. It is also presumed that the initial future
demand for biomass hydrogen will most likely come from these industries. However, given the
lack of information, regarding fixed demand at individual plants, we choose to simulate the
geographical dimensions of this demand by aggregating it around clusters of existing
petrochemical locations. It is also assumed that each of these locations would be able to receive
all supply from any potential supply location. Through our NNHC analysis in chapter four, we
were able to determine that the greatest hydrogen demand most likely exists around Galveston
and Houston , Texas and Lake Charles, Baton Rouge and Geismar, Louisiana. As both an
attempt to place experimental control on these locations and by simple observation (determining
where the hydrogen pipelines in the areas already terminate), we also assigned potential demand
areas around Corpus Christi, Texas and La Place, Louisiana.
In a similar vein as the first three sub- questions, sub-question four also relates to an input
in our profit equation. Provided that we have already determined key variables in the supply and
demand sides of our equation, the transport of biomass hydrogen becomes a key issue that must
be addressed. Sub-question four states this simple as: (4) How will this biomass hydrogen be
transported to market locations? The Gulf Coast is already home to the largest hydrogen
pipeline system in the U.S., and one of the largest in the world. It is assumed that each of these
determined demand clusters is already connected to a hydrogen pipeline. Even though this
hydrogen pipeline system has grown steadily over the past 30 years, it has primarily grown
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toward existing demand centers and not toward where biomass hydrogen would likely be
produced. Therefore, it is presumed that another transport medium would likely be needed to
transport hydrogen from supply locations to, either directly to demand areas, or to pipeline
nodes, which would then transport this hydrogen to demand areas. The most probably scenario is
the latter, where truck transport is minimized. Through our analysis, we discovered that truck
transport cost is considerably higher that pipeline cost. Therefore, we assumed, in our model, that
a combination of truck and pipeline would be used to transport this hydrogen, while minimizing
the roadway distance of truck transport.

After placing all of these profit equation variables into our model, we could begin to
address our remaining sub-questions: (5) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass
hydrogen gasification facility that will serve at least some of the demand of all market locations?
(6) What are the optimal location(s) for a biomass hydrogen gasification facility that will serve
at least some of the demand of geographically masked market locations? To answer these
questions, one hundred and nine-teen potential supply routes were analyzed from each of these
seventeen potential supply centers to each of seven probably demand centers assuming total
supply and total demand. It was found that even under favorable market conditions, such as
holding some fixed costs (e.g. capital to construct gasifiers) and variable costs (e.g. feedstock
costs), none of the routes analyzed proved profitable.

With this in mind, it was possible to analyze the five least unprofitable locations in order
to rank locations. The top five least unprofitable direct routes of our initial analysis were from:
Cinclaire Central Factory to Baton Rouge (-$0.67 per pound of hydrogen); Cora-Texas
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Manufacturing to Geismar (-$1.58 per pound of hydrogen); and South Louisiana Sugar
Cooperative in St. James to La Place (-$2.94 per pound of hydrogen) and to Geismar (-$2.98 per
pound of hydrogen). The top five supply locations which were least unprofitable if they were to
serve all demand locations were: Alma Plantation ($-19.17 per pound of hydrogen), Cinclaire
Central Factory ($-20.11 per pound of hydrogen), Cora-Texas Manufacturing ($-22.46 per pound
of hydrogen), South Louisiana Sugar Cooperative in St. James ($- 23.75 per pound of hydrogen)
and Lulu Sugar Factory in Lula ($- 23.81 per pound of hydrogen). After presenting these results,
we went a step further by masking certain demand centers based on demand from only areas
west of the Mississippi River (west of node “B”); and again based on demand from areas east of
the Mississippi River (east of node “B). Table 5.1 provides a comparison of these results.

Table 5.1 Comparison of Optimal Location based on Total and Geographically Masked
Demand
Rank Best Serves All
Demand Locations
1
2
3
4
5

Alma Plantation
Cinclaire Central
Cora-Texas Mfg.
South LA - St. James
Lula Sugar - Lula

Average Best Serves Demand
($/lb)
Locations West of MS River
-$19.17
-$20.11
-$22.46
-$23.75
-$28.81

Average Best Serves Demand
($/lb)
Locations East of MS River
-$26.33
-$31.97
-$35.81
-$36.20
-$38.32

Alma Plantation
Cinclaire Central
Louisiana Sugar
Cora-Texas Mfg.
South LA - St. James

Cora-Texas Mfg.
Cinclaire Central
South LA - St. James
Lula Sugar - Lula
Lula Sugar - Westfield
Alma Plantation

Average
($/lb)
-$4.14
-$4.30
-$4.31
-$9.38
-$9.39
-$9.62

Comparing the results of these three analyses not only helps us answer the final two subquestions, it also provides a basis for answering the main research question: What is (are) the
optimal location(s) for a hypothetical biomass hydrogen gasification facility to serve Texas and
Louisiana Gulf Coast industrial markets based on existing biomass resources? Initially, it would
seem to be difficult to compare these potential locations across each of these demand scenarios,
given the wide disparity in the average per unit cost of hydrogen. For instance, each of the top
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five locations that best serve all location average in the $-20.00+ range; demand west of
Mississippi River: $-30.00; and demand east of the Mississippi River: $-7.00 to $-8:00 range.
However, it is interesting to note that regardless of the geographic mask placed on the dataset,
each analysis resulted in similar “best” potential plant locations. Therefore, we can say with
confidence that Cinclaire Central Factory, Cora-Texas Manufacturing and South Louisiana Sugar
Cooperative in St. James would be the most optimal locations for any potential biomass
hydrogen site, given that they are present in all three of these demand scenarios. We might also
include Alma Plantation in this list given this facility barely misses the cut-off in the third
analysis by less than $-0.23. Irrespective of the fact that none of these sites are profitable under
these model conditions, this plant listing provides a definitive answer to our initial research
question.

5.2 Questions for Further Research
Despite the fact that we were able to provide an effective answer to our research question,
this model is far from perfect. There are subtleties in each of the variables in our profit equation
from a supply, demand and/or transport perspective that could be added in future studies to
improve the accuracy of our results. Additionally, biomass is only one possible feedstock
positioned to meet the region’s future industrial hydrogen demand. Other renewable feedstocks,
such as solar and wind or even other forms of “clean” fossil fuel technology, like low-sulfur coal,
could also be used to produce hydrogen. Similarly, future studies could be modified to not only
simulate industrial chemical demand but possible direct future commercial, residential or
transportation energy demands, either as stand alone sectors or as an extension of initial
industrial market traction. This section outlines some methods to improve this model, as well as,
expands upon these questions for further research.
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Provided that the profit equation is the most effective way to model the location of
biomass hydrogen facilities, future studies can be modified to better represent potential biomass
supply. For instance, we assumed a static market model for firms attempting to select a site for a
biomass hydrogen gasification facility. Though the reasoning behind this decision was based on
imperfect market knowledge, future studies could attempt to simulate technological or
operational breakthroughs that may drastically shift the supply of biomass hydrogen. For
instance, one model could try to simulate improvements in hydrogen recovery efficiency from
feedstocks while also incorporating methods to provide for economies of scale due to
cooperation among firms providing for aggregated and cheaper supply. Building upon this idea
of cost, future models could attempt to better model both fixed and variable production costs.
Some locations may prove to have a more competitive natural advantage due to their existing
plant layout or invested plant capital. From a negative costs perspective, or “supply enhancer,”
there are several obvious studies that could be conducted just on the ramifications of government
incentives on supply and profitability from tax credits to demand side quotas.

In addition to government mandates, other studies could potentially be advanced to better
simulate hydrogen demand. Even though the demand areas denoted in this study were limited,
again due to a lack of information, additional information could be incorporated into this model
to better reflect actual industrial demand as it becomes available. Even without much more
information, the model could be modified to include more demand centers, demand from only
certain locations or only partial demand. Furthermore, these models could include dynamic,
rather than static market mechanism to determine, for instance, which location(s) would fare
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better in a highly volatile market situation. In a similar vein, price variables could be
implemented to reflect demand at individual locations on a periodic or seasonal basis. As is the
case with suggestions for supply-side improvements, demand-side model improvements would
have to be considered provided additional information were to become available.

There are several improvements that could also be made in replicate transportation
networks within our model. This was the key variable in this experiment, so any modification of
this variable would likely lead to slightly different answers with only minor changes in variable
inputs. An example of such a modification would be to allow for a sliding scale transport
variable which reduces the cost per pound as distance increases. Another example would be to
add initial route and transfer costs to model the cost of vehicle, pipeline and roadway to pipeline
interconnect costs. We could also potentially modify the model to simulate additions to the
existing pipeline infrastructure (for instance, one that crossed the Mississippi River). Similarly,
we could compare rail and barge networks, even though it is doubtful that these modes of
transportation would provide any advantage over road or pipeline networks in terms of cost or
convenience.

If we were to look outside of our initial research question, we could find several
interesting research topics regarding hydrogen development in the Gulf Coast region. For
instance, this thesis is only concerned with one possible hydrogen feedstock – biomass. Future
analyses could be designed to study other renewable hydrogen feedstocks, such solar or wind
electrolysis or even other (aside from natural gas) existing fossil fuel feedstocks. In addition,
future studies need not limit themselves to only modeling industrial hydrogen demand. Demand
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for hydrogen energy from the commercial, residential and/or the transportation sector could be
analyzed as it could possibly affect hydrogen development. Within the context of a more
qualitative study, the effect of government policies, civic attitude and/or firm portfolio strategy
could also be analyzed.
5.3 Summary
While the results of this study did not provide any profitable locations, they do provide a
basis for exploring potential future hydrogen development scenarios in the Gulf Coast region. It
is entirely plausible that relatively marginally unprofitable site locations in this study could
become profitable given the proper government incentives. While basic in its research design
this study is one of the few micro-supply side studies of its kind. Regions with an impetus for
hydrogen development, either natural, as in the case of the Gulf Coast, or policy-driven, as the
case with California, could be studies within the context of this research design. Regardless of
the size, shape or scope of hydrogen this suggested research, it certainly the hope of this author
that hydrogen studies continue and increase in the near future.
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VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

Demand Location

34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192

41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153

32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455

35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279

27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015

83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347

45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549

34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192
34,747,192

41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153
41,498,153

32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455
32,216,455

35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279
35,996,279

27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015
27,825,015

83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347
83,388,347

45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549
45,719,549

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

3.66
3.66
3.66
3.66
3.66
3.66
3.66

72.46
72.46
72.46
72.46
72.46
72.46
72.46

63.67
63.67
63.67
63.67
63.67
63.67
63.67

61.4
61.4
61.4
61.4
61.4
61.4
61.4

56.96
56.96
56.96
56.96
56.96
56.96
56.96

57.52
57.52
57.52
57.52
57.52
57.52
57.52

46.12
46.12
46.12
46.12
46.12
46.12
46.12

$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09
$50,869,889.09

$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55
$1,202,782,466.55

$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94
$820,488,675.94

$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24
$884,068,612.24

$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76
$633,965,141.76

$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78
$1,918,599,087.78

$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95
$843,434,239.95

499.32
272.93
251.77
147.96
7.91
44.32
92.62

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

465.02
238.63
217.47
113.66
38.55
74.96
123.26

$1,561,497,111.85
$853,519,600.13
$787,347,047.69
$462,707,507.55
$24,736,525.98
$138,599,599.45
$289,645,643.07

$1,736,772,399.73
$891,243,382.54
$812,214,299.96
$424,501,206.30
$143,977,841.83
$279,963,139.40
$460,355,610.49

$1,348,316,631.37
$691,903,139.10
$630,550,122.20
$329,555,004.78
$111,774,990.62
$217,345,092.01
$357,390,021.90

$1,506,509,069.45
$773,081,285.20
$704,529,971.47
$368,220,336.40
$124,889,089.99
$242,845,296.65
$399,321,121.46

$1,164,526,962.78
$597,589,499.65
$544,599,541.08
$284,633,208.44
$96,538,889.54
$187,718,681.20
$308,674,021.40

$3,489,952,420.97
$1,790,906,512.01
$1,632,101,743.99
$853,012,756.80
$289,315,869.92
$562,571,144.20
$925,060,288.61

$1,913,445,420.84
$981,905,038.01
$894,836,728.89
$467,683,554.54
$158,623,975.26
$308,442,365.37
$507,185,244.88

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

0
0
0
0
13.28
13.28
13.28

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$184,577,083.90
$184,577,083.90
$184,577,083.90

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$220,438,188.74
$220,438,188.74
$220,438,188.74

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$171,133,808.96
$171,133,808.96
$171,133,808.96

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$191,212,234.05
$191,212,234.05
$191,212,234.05

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$147,806,479.68
$147,806,479.68
$147,806,479.68

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$442,958,899.26
$442,958,899.26
$442,958,899.26

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$242,862,244.29
$242,862,244.29
$242,862,244.29

$1,612,367,000.94
$904,389,489.22
$838,216,936.77
$513,577,396.64
$260,183,498.98
$374,046,572.44
$525,092,616.07

$2,939,554,866.28
$2,094,025,849.09
$2,014,996,766.51
$1,627,283,672.85
$1,567,198,497.12
$1,703,183,794.69
$1,883,576,265.78

$2,168,805,307.31
$1,512,391,815.04
$1,451,038,798.14
$1,150,043,680.72
$1,103,397,475.52
$1,208,967,576.91
$1,349,012,506.80

$2,390,577,681.69
$1,657,149,897.44
$1,588,598,583.71
$1,252,288,948.64
$1,200,169,936.28
$1,318,126,142.93
$1,474,601,967.75

$1,798,492,104.54
$1,231,554,641.41
$1,178,564,682.84
$918,598,350.20
$878,310,510.98
$969,490,302.64
$1,090,445,642.84

$5,408,551,508.75
$3,709,505,599.79
$3,550,700,831.76
$2,771,611,844.58
$2,650,873,856.96
$2,924,129,131.24
$3,286,618,275.65

$2,756,879,660.79
$1,825,339,277.96
$1,738,270,968.84
$1,311,117,794.49
$1,244,920,459.50
$1,394,738,849.61
$1,593,481,729.12

$46.40
$26.03
$24.12
$14.78
$7.49
$10.76
$15.11

$70.84
$50.46
$48.56
$39.21
$37.77
$41.04
$45.39

$67.32
$46.94
$45.04
$35.70
$34.25
$37.53
$41.87

$66.41
$46.04
$44.13
$34.79
$33.34
$36.62
$40.97

$64.64
$44.26
$42.36
$33.01
$31.57
$34.84
$39.19

$64.86
$44.48
$42.58
$33.24
$31.79
$35.07
$39.41

$60.30
$39.92
$38.02
$28.68
$27.23
$30.51
$34.85

Hydrogen
Hydrogen
Hydrogen Price - Sugar Mill to Pipeline
Sugar Mill to Pipeline
Pipeline Node to Pipeline Node to
Road Transfer Road Transfer Cost Total Route Cost- Total Costs ($/lbs) Revenue ($/lbs)
Supply Demand ($/lbs)
Node Via Roadway
Node Via Roadway Cost Refinery Node
Refinery Node Cost
Distance
($0.40/lbs/mile)
Annual (Total
Annual (lbs)
Annual (lbs)
Distance (miles)
($0.40/lbs/mile)
Distance (miles) ($0.09/lbs/mile)
(miles)
Demand)
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
465.02
$1,531,883,104.31
0
$0.00 $2,045,490,254.30
$55.88
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
238.63
$786,102,243.31
0
$0.00 $1,299,709,393.29
$35.51
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
217.47
$716,396,324.23
0
$0.00 $1,230,003,474.22
$33.60
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
113.66
$374,422,247.72
0
$0.00
$888,029,397.71
$24.26
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
38.55
$126,992,588.86
13.28
$194,432,809.34
$835,032,548.19
$22.81
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
74.96
$246,935,524.28
13.28
$194,432,809.34
$954,975,483.60
$26.09
36,602,562
36,602,562
$1.50
35.08
$513,607,149.98
123.26
$406,046,861.29
13.28
$194,432,809.34 $1,114,086,820.62
$30.44

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

-$44.90
-$24.53
-$22.62
-$13.28
-$5.99
-$9.26
-$13.61

-$69.34
-$48.96
-$47.06
-$37.71
-$36.27
-$39.54
-$43.89

-$65.82
-$45.44
-$43.54
-$34.20
-$32.75
-$36.03
-$40.37

-$64.91
-$44.54
-$42.63
-$33.29
-$31.84
-$35.12
-$39.47

-$63.14
-$42.76
-$40.86
-$31.51
-$30.07
-$33.34
-$37.69

-$63.36
-$42.98
-$41.08
-$31.74
-$30.29
-$33.57
-$37.91

-$58.80
-$38.42
-$36.52
-$27.18
-$25.73
-$29.01
-$33.35

-$54.38
-$34.01
-$32.10
-$22.76
-$21.31
-$24.59
-$28.94

Profit ($/lbs)
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Nearest
Pipeline
Node

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

D
D
D
D
D
D
D

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

F
F
F
F
F
F
F

Supply Location

9. Cinclaire Central Factory

10. Cora-Texas Mfg.

11. Lula Sugar- Westfield

12. Lula Sugar- Lula

13. South LA Sugar Coop - Glenwood

14. South LA Sugar Coop - St. James

15. South LA Sugar Coop - Caldwell

16. Lafourche Sugar Coop.

17. Raceland Raw Sugar Coop.

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

I. Corpus Christi, TX
II. Freeport, TX
III. Houston, TX
IV. Lake Charles, LA
V. Baton Rouge, LA
VI. Geismar, LA
VII.Laplace, LA

Demand Location

36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086

29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058

17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312

20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330

17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910

29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186

36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522

51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813

27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831

Hydrogen
Supply Annual (lbs)

36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086
36,918,086

29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058
29,522,058

17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312
17,080,312

20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330
20,439,330

17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910
17,665,910

29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186
29,652,186

36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522
36,388,522

51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813
51,761,813

27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831
27,648,831

Hydrogen
Demand Annual (lbs)

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

19.94
19.94
19.94
19.94
19.94
19.94
19.94

36.64
36.64
36.64
36.64
36.64
36.64
36.64

38.56
38.56
38.56
38.56
38.56
38.56
38.56

5.71
5.71
5.71
5.71
5.71
5.71
5.71

24.07
24.07
24.07
24.07
24.07
24.07
24.07

18.37
18.37
18.37
18.37
18.37
18.37
18.37

18.41
18.41
18.41
18.41
18.41
18.41
18.41

6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8
6.8

4.47
4.47
4.47
4.47
4.47
4.47
4.47

Hydrogen Price - Sugar Mill to Pipeline
($/lbs)
Node Via Roadway
Distance (miles)

$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94
$294,458,653.94

$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05
$432,675,282.05

$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29
$263,446,732.29

$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72
$46,683,429.72

$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48
$170,087,381.48

$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73
$217,884,262.73

$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01
$267,965,076.01

$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36
$140,792,131.36

$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83
$49,436,109.83

605.97
379.58
358.42
254.61
110.9
66
17.7

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

564.37
337.98
316.82
213.01
69.3
24.4
23.9

535.95
309.56
288.4
184.59
40.88
4.02
52.32

499.32
272.93
251.77
147.96
4.25
40.65
88.95

Sugar Mill to Pipeline
Pipeline Node to
Node Via Roadway Cost Refinery Node
($0.40/lbs/mile)
Distance (miles)

$2,013,412,731.61
$1,261,203,037.55
$1,190,896,234.57
$845,974,248.88
$368,479,416.37
$219,293,430.84
$58,810,511.00

$1,499,522,748.61
$898,007,864.66
$841,786,057.40
$565,964,421.71
$184,129,075.75
$64,830,439.37
$63,501,946.76

$867,565,411.51
$519,552,346.48
$487,024,600.31
$327,444,953.32
$106,529,905.94
$37,508,365.15
$36,739,751.11

$1,038,181,020.49
$621,727,627.81
$582,802,967.75
$391,840,351.50
$127,480,101.21
$44,884,768.68
$43,964,998.83

$897,309,866.40
$537,365,183.56
$503,722,224.56
$338,671,394.02
$110,182,280.67
$38,794,338.36
$37,999,372.41

$1,506,132,379.15
$901,966,124.19
$845,496,501.17
$568,459,092.59
$184,940,684.08
$65,116,200.46
$63,781,852.09

$1,848,293,114.50
$1,106,873,339.90
$1,037,575,038.60
$697,600,716.41
$226,955,211.71
$79,909,194.31
$78,271,710.82

$2,496,756,930.96
$1,442,104,814.91
$1,343,529,618.23
$859,924,175.55
$190,442,062.39
$18,727,423.94
$243,736,025.05

$1,242,505,286.54
$679,157,590.03
$626,503,156.28
$368,182,893.13
$10,575,677.86
$101,153,248.21
$221,342,716.57

Pipeline Node to
Refinery Node Cost
($0.09/lbs/mile)

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

13.28
13.28
13.28
13.28
0
0
0

$196,108,872.83
$196,108,872.83
$196,108,872.83
$196,108,872.83
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$156,821,172.10
$156,821,172.10
$156,821,172.10
$156,821,172.10
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$90,730,617.34
$90,730,617.34
$90,730,617.34
$90,730,617.34
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$108,573,720.96
$108,573,720.96
$108,573,720.96
$108,573,720.96
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$93,841,313.92
$93,841,313.92
$93,841,313.92
$93,841,313.92
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$157,512,412.03
$157,512,412.03
$157,512,412.03
$157,512,412.03
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$193,295,828.86
$193,295,828.86
$193,295,828.86
$193,295,828.86
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$274,958,750.66
$274,958,750.66
$274,958,750.66
$274,958,750.66
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$146,870,590.27
$146,870,590.27
$146,870,590.27
$146,870,590.27
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Road Transfer Road Transfer Cost
Distance
($0.40/lbs/mile)
(miles)

$2,503,980,258.38
$1,751,770,564.32
$1,681,463,761.34
$1,336,541,775.65
$662,938,070.30
$513,752,084.78
$353,269,164.93

$2,089,019,202.76
$1,487,504,318.80
$1,431,282,511.54
$1,155,460,875.86
$616,804,357.79
$497,505,721.42
$496,177,228.81

$1,221,742,761.14
$873,729,696.11
$841,201,949.94
$681,622,302.95
$369,976,638.23
$300,955,097.44
$300,186,483.40

$1,193,438,171.17
$776,984,778.49
$738,060,118.43
$547,097,502.18
$174,163,530.93
$91,568,198.40
$90,648,428.55

$1,161,238,561.80
$801,293,878.96
$767,650,919.96
$602,600,089.42
$280,269,662.15
$208,881,719.84
$208,086,753.89

$1,881,529,053.91
$1,277,362,798.95
$1,220,893,175.93
$943,855,767.35
$402,824,946.81
$283,000,463.18
$281,666,114.81

$2,309,554,019.37
$1,568,134,244.77
$1,498,835,943.48
$1,158,861,621.28
$494,920,287.72
$347,874,270.32
$346,236,786.83

$2,912,507,812.98
$1,857,855,696.92
$1,759,280,500.24
$1,275,675,057.57
$331,234,193.75
$159,519,555.30
$384,528,156.41

$1,438,811,986.64
$875,464,290.13
$822,809,856.38
$564,489,593.23
$60,011,787.69
$150,589,358.04
$270,778,826.40

Total Route CostAnnual (Total
Demand)

$67.83
$47.45
$45.55
$36.20
$17.96
$13.92
$9.57

$70.76
$50.39
$48.48
$39.14
$20.89
$16.85
$16.81

$71.53
$51.15
$49.25
$39.91
$21.66
$17.62
$17.58

$58.39
$38.01
$36.11
$26.77
$8.52
$4.48
$4.44

$65.73
$45.36
$43.45
$34.11
$15.87
$11.82
$11.78

$63.45
$43.08
$41.17
$31.83
$13.59
$9.54
$9.50

$63.47
$43.09
$41.19
$31.85
$13.60
$9.56
$9.52

$56.27
$35.89
$33.99
$24.65
$6.40
$3.08
$7.43

$52.04
$31.66
$29.76
$20.42
$2.17
$5.45
$9.79

Total Costs ($/lbs) Revenue ($/lbs)

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

-$66.33
-$45.95
-$44.05
-$34.70
-$16.46
-$12.42
-$8.07

-$69.26
-$48.89
-$46.98
-$37.64
-$19.39
-$15.35
-$15.31

-$70.03
-$49.65
-$47.75
-$38.41
-$20.16
-$16.12
-$16.08

-$56.89
-$36.51
-$34.61
-$25.27
-$7.02
-$2.98
-$2.94

-$64.23
-$43.86
-$41.95
-$32.61
-$14.37
-$10.32
-$10.28

-$61.95
-$41.58
-$39.67
-$30.33
-$12.09
-$8.04
-$8.00

-$61.97
-$41.59
-$39.69
-$30.35
-$12.10
-$8.06
-$8.02

-$54.77
-$34.39
-$32.49
-$23.15
-$4.90
-$1.58
-$5.93

-$50.54
-$30.16
-$28.26
-$18.92
-$0.67
-$3.95
-$8.29

Profit ($/lbs)
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